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12.3 UI Redesign & Updates Guide: 
Sugar Sell & Sugar Serve   

Beginning in January 2023 with the 12.3 release of Sugar Sell and Sugar Serve, we’re updating the look and feel of 

the SugarCRM platform with a UI redesign. This redesign is based on direct customer feedback, research, and 

design best practices, and we couldn’t be more excited to share it with you! 

The redesigned UI experience will also be available for Sugar Enterprise on-premises with the 13.0 release 

beginning in April 2023. A full Sugar Market UI redesign will also be available on January 23, 2023 for all users.   
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New Views   

Sidebar Navigation  

Moving the primary navigation from the top to the left allows for clear separation between navigation and 

content. The secondary menu structure remains the same.   
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Search Bar 

The search bar is now front and center to allow for ease of use.   
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Footer  

To maximize workspace, footer elements have been moved to the left navigation or into menus. 

Previous UI 
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New Open Button  

Additionally, you can find your new Open button (three-line icon) here. You can click this to see additional 

modules.   
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New & Improved Functionality   

Pinned Modules  

Sugar has introduced the concept of "Pinned Modules" as part of UI redesign. Four module icons are always visible 

to users. Note: if a user focuses on a module that is not on the pinned items, it will be added as the fifth element 

on the screen.  

  

Personalized Module Order 

Users have full control over the order their modules are shown/pinned to improve their day-by-day operations. 

Users can access these options in their user profile under “layout options.”   

 

Note: Some implementations may consist of many modules. When expanding the Sidebar, using the Open button 

at the top, users will be able to access all their modules in a scrollable list.   
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Default Icon for Modules  

Sugar will use this placeholder icon when a module does not have an icon defined.  

  

Administrators can also use an abbreviation instead of an icon if that makes more sense to their users.  

Note: abbreviations are language specific.   
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Abbreviations vs Icons in Module List  

Sugar has completely redesigned its former "Rename Modules" functionality to “Module Names and Icons.”  

This functionality provides a new way for Sugar Administrators to display either an icon or an abbreviation for a 

module in the sidebar.  

For example, if the display is "Abbreviation,” the two-letter text and background color are used instead of an icon. 

See the example below.  

  

If the display is an icon, Sugar administrators should choose an icon from the dropdown list.  

Customized Logo  

Admins can now replace the standard SugarCRM logo in the left-hand corner with a logo that matches their brand. 

To change the logo, admins should navigate to the Admin screen and select  “System Settings.” Once in the System 

Settings screen, they can upload their logo files for both light and dark modes. Logo requirements:  PNG or JPG file 

with max dimensions of 28x200 px. If a larger file is selected, the image will be scaled down to 28x200 px. Note: 

File names must not contain a space character. 
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Focus Drawers Improvements 

Sales and customer service reps can now get all the key customer information they need on one screen, without 

the need to open new windows or use the back button to navigate through different modules.  

With new Focus Drawer tabs, each record link clicked in a focus drawer opens a new tab within the same focus 

drawer. This replaces the previous “breadcrumb” model. Each focus drawer tab is identified with the 

corresponding module icon or abbreviation and the name of the corresponding record.  

Additionally, you can now view an entire record view in focus drawers by clicking on the title of a record view 

dashlet. This provides a view into the full details of a record and allows agents to take action.  

This new feature is a great way to increase productivity for Serve/Sell agents as they now can quickly view the 

details of any record link within the focus drawer without having to leave the focus drawer screen. Additionally, 

users can easily navigate across the tabs within the focus drawer without closing any of the opened focus drawer 

tabs.  

This allows the consoles to become the services and sales agent’s one-stop workspace.  
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All business users can use this feature by clicking on the record links or the focus drawer icon within the focus 

drawers. The new tabs are fully responsive and adjust based on browser screen size.  

Service & Renewals Console Usability Improvements 

With this release, we have made several console usability enhancements to improve the service and sales agent’s 

experience.  

For example, agents can now resize columns as needed. They will be able to click on any of the record links on the 

multiline list view (e.g., Account column is now a link that opens the account’s record view in a focus tab) and 

Overview tab to open the record view within the focus drawer on the Console.  

This makes it easy for sales service agents to access all the records they need to see in one view. It also means 

fewer clicks—giving customer service agents more time to offer their customers a fantastic experience. 
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For additional information about new UI features, please visit our SugarClub UI redesign post.    

https://sugarclub.sugarcrm.com/engage/b/sugar-news/posts/user-interface-redesign
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